
 
 

Current List of AI Tools to Share 

Note: IHL has no relationship with any of these companies or tools.  This is just for your reference and help. Items in 

Red we have found very helpful.  Items in Red we found most helpful. 

Using ChatGPT text to Word to a PowerPoint Presentation.  Create a presentation in 5 minutes.  This is 
all the steps of the sample business plan I shared. 
Here is the cheat sheet.   
https://www.patreon.com/posts/chatgpt-to-step-78979900 
The video is here https://youtu.be/cR17UBRa47Q   
The video that I shared for our business plan example.  
https://www.dropbox.com/s/dolrqhu6juijzyu/AI%20Examples%202.mp4?dl=0  
The PPTX of the business plan example. 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xmnx0l7cia3fqk4/New%20SaaS%20Pricing%20Tool%20for%20Retailers.pp
tx?dl=0  
The link to the IHL Test Example of querying IHL content (Just 4 documents) Returns, Inventory 
Management, Amazon Households, Impulse Items.  https://myaskai.com/share-ask-
ai?i=gSmim1y23DZLvSUVI3Jr21vzohsVKh&n=Test  
  
Some great videos to get started. Some of these tools are free, many really low cost. 
What is coming with Microsoft Copilot 
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLXPr7gfUMmKxDKxah3zpG4NhhDj-2lAvc  
Best of 200 AI tools tried – will show a lot of the links below in examples. 
https://youtu.be/gpP_YEv_9jA 
Supercharge ChatGPT with extensions - https://youtu.be/JBAkqDbTh0I   
Intro to ChatGPT for Beginners https://youtu.be/gyA0RWm32UA  
WebChat GPT – adds current web search to Chat GPT 
https://youtube.com/shorts/J_A-wsGYEZQ?feature=share  
Browse AI tutorial https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0vprnge9eA  
Speechify - https://speechify.com/ - turns any page into an audio book 
Add ChatGPT to Google Sheets – Andy Laudato shared this 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/n237x4ypspv6nmd/ChatGPTGoogleSheets.mp4?dl=0  
  
Some Chrome/Edge Extensions 
Glarity Summary for YouTube:  Will summarize key points of a YouTube video for you, saving tons of 
time. 
WebchatGPT. Adds current web pages to ChatGPT 
Cheatlayer: Allows you to create steps with no code, for Ai to follow and repeat.  So pull all prices from 
Amazon for a product and put in a spreadsheet. 
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MyAskAI: https://myaskai.com/– can upload your knowledge base on anything and make it available for 
query.  Basically a ChatGPT for the knowledge you want to give it and ONLY what you want to give it so 
eliminates the errors.  Upload PDF, Txt, CSV, or list links to specific websites. 
SlidesGPT: https://slidesgpt.com/ Creates PowerPoint Presentation from link or PDF or Document.  
Create presentation from any webpage. 
Fireflies: https://fireflies.ai/ Will take notes from your live zoom meetings and highlight To Do’s, key 
points and action items. 
IngestAI: https://ingestai.io/ - Makes a database of you and your knowledge in a database searchable by 
the team – so they can query your knowledge and it answers as how you have answered previously.   
Tango: https://www.tango.us/ - Creates easy how-to guides by recording the steps you take and 
automatically inserts a screen capture every time you change screens. 
Canva: https://www.canva.com/ - graphics – this has been out there awhile but great for making and 
adjusting graphics.   
Hoppy Copy: https://www.hoppycopy.co/ - For marketing and PR.  Helps create conversion emails, 
strategies, etc.  
Viralviews: https://www.viralviews.co/ - Shows what is trending in the key areas of interest that you 
have. 
Papercup: https://www.papercup.com/AI Powered Dubbing - provides subheadings for your content in 
different languages.  So video in English can have subtitles in any language you want for further 
exposure. 
NVIDIA Canvas: https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/studio/canvas/ turns your basic drawings into graphics 
NVIDIA Broadcast: https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/geforce/broadcasting/broadcast-app/ basically 
works with you so that you can read a script but the video is corrected so your eyes are looking right at 
your camera 
NVIDIA Omniverse: https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/omniverse/ - helps you easily create 3d renderings 
Versy: https://www.versy.ai/ - Transforms text into virtual experiences 
Imagen: https://imagen.research.google/ - Text to image model like DallE 
Kaiber: https://www.kaiber.ai/ - Tranform your ideas or dreams into virtual reality – characters, movies. 
Leia Pix: https://convert.leiapix.com/ - takes images and turns them into animations 
RunwayML Gen 2: https://research.runwayml.com/gen2 - turns basic movies into broader AI 
compilations 
Caktus: https://www.caktus.ai/caktus_student - organization tool and creative area for students from 
writing to coding to job applications 
Wisdolia: https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/wisdolia/ciknpklcipibmfbgjmdmfdfalklfdlne – 
Creates flash cards for any content for memorization. 
Rewind: https://www.rewind.ai/ - Turns all your browsing into a searchable DB to quickly find what you 
saw several days ago. 
Pimeyes: https://pimeyes.com/en - reverse image search 
Deep Nostalgia: https://www.myheritage.com/deep-nostalgia - animates old photos.  
D-ID: https://www.d-id.com/  - Create digital spokesmodels with scripts.   
RunwayML: https://runwayml.com/  - Turn text into pictures and movies or anything you want. 
Luma Labs: https://lumalabs.ai/ - think the typical 3d rendering for retail items, but you can do with 
anything.  How would this look in the back yard, or on a mountain…  
Notion: https://www.notion.so/product/ai - makes you more productive by summarizing emails, 
meetings, notes, documents into bulleted points. 
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Wist Labs: https://wistlabs.com/ - turns your videos into 3d videos that can be rotated (like you see 
people do on TV crime shows) 
AutoDraw: https://www.autodraw.com/ - lets you start to draw something, and it corrects it into what 
you really want as if you were an artist 
Reimagine Home: https://www.reimaginehome.ai/ - let’s you completely reimagine a space.  Like 
remodeling a kitchen or living room – HUGE for home goods 
Do Not Pay: https://donotpay.com/ Robot lawyer to fight corporations, speeding tickets, you name 
it.  Can write legal brief, lawsuit, etc. 
Soundraw: https://soundraw.io/ Royalty-free music from your text prompts that you can use for videos 
Mubert: https://mubert.com/ - Similar – creates music for videos, podcasts, etc.  
Eleven Labs: https://beta.elevenlabs.io/ - Records your voice and trains on your voice.  Then you can 
enter a script and it will read it in your voice. 
Midjourney: https://www.midjourney.com/home/ - creates incredibly detailed photos from text.  Can 
be used to create dashboard ideas. 
Mixo: https://mixo.io/ - helps to quickly to build a new business complete with taking the idea, building 
business plan, website, etc.   
Jasper: https://jasper.ai – this is considered a better writing tool than ChatGPT 
Looka: https://looka.com/ - helps turn your company name and business idea into a brand  
Poly: https://poly.ai/ - create scripts and answer in your own voice.  Consistently create your best brand 
experience.  
Synthesia: https://www.synthesia.io/ - creates videos from plain text in minutes with AI spokesmodel 
Tome: https://beta.tome.app/ - Great at creating presentations from text template  
Browse.ai: https://www.browse.ai/ – no code tool to scrape any website and put into structured CSV 
file. 
Future Tools: https://www.futuretools.io/ - Encyclopedia of AI Tools 
Quillbot: https://quillbot.com/grammar-check  Takes AI generated text, and changes it to make it look 
less like it was generated by AI – sort of ironic. 
Legalese Decoder: https://ai-tools.irocket.vc/tools/legalese-decoder/ takes confusing legal language 
from contracts and explains in plain English. 
Megaphone: https://megaphone.spotify.com/ Pushes your podcasts to all the platforms.  You may be 
using this already. 
ContractReader: https://www.contractreader.io/   - Read and understand smart contracts with AI  
Opus: https://www.opus.pro/- Video editing tool that turns your long videos into many viral short 
videos (link) 
InsightBase: https://insightbase.ai/ - Chat with your database and build dashboards 
Wonderchat: https://wonderchat.io/ - Instantly builds chatbot from your content 
Autory: https://autory.ai/ - increase productivity with no-code and GPT-4 
Eluna - https://www.eluna.ai/ a bunch of photography tools. Text to image generation, but remove 
background of existing photos and more. 
Kaya - https://kaya.chat/ Create and share a personal AI, trained on your knowledge 
SQL Chat- https://www.sqlchat.ai/ Chat-based SQL Client based on ChatGPT 
SheetAI - https://www.sheetai.app/ Adding ChatGPT to spreadsheets to fill in data 
Hoku- https://www.heyhoku.com/ The smart AI health assistant that learns your preferences  
Sincode- https://www.sincode.ai/ Create SEO-optimized and plagiarism-free content  
Piko- https://pikojobs.com/ Fill out job applications in seconds using AI  
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Pictory- https://pictory.ai/ Create short, sharable branded videos from long form content 
Voila - https://www.getvoila.ai/ powered browser assistant to level up your productivity 
Worldly - https://wordplay.ai/ - Longform AI Writer enter keywords. Integrates with WordPress and you 
can schedule updates. 
Cohesive - https://cohesive.so/ similar tool with templates.  Free to try, but not integrated with 
WordPress 
Imagica - https://www.imagica.ai/studio - no code building blocks 
BuilderAi - https://www.builder.ai/ - quickly build apps by using components like other apps.   
Flawless - https://www.flawlessai.com/ - allows you to take videos done in English, that you have 
translated into another language…this changes the mouths to make it look like natively speaking that 
language. 
GlassAI - https://glass.health/ai/ - think WebMD but with real clinical data behind it. 
ChatGPT Plugins – https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins - Game Changer for certain functions.  Join 
wait list, read lower in the page to see examples and videos.  Still relatively slow but works. 
Sqriblr - https://sqriblr.com/ allows for creating articles via ChatGPT and pulls in relevant images to 
illustrate the content from stock images. 
CraftMyJD - https://craftmyjd.nurturebox.ai/ rapidly creates job descriptions.  
Alpha Watch - https://www.alphawatch.ai/ tool used by hedge funds that allows for real language 
queries to find research and thoughts on companies. 
PaceAI - https://askpace.ai/ GPT solution specifically designed for technology professions.  Create 
product requirements, User stories, roadmaps, etc.   
ClearGPT - https://cleargpt.ai/ Enterprise-grade platform offering state-of-the-art LLMs tailored to your 
data and running securely on your network to power Enterprise AI transformation 
Gling AI – https://www.gling.ai/ Automatically edits videos to cut them so that spaces, false starts, etc 
can easily be removed.  Also, creates transcript.  
ChatGPT Skool -  https://chatgptskool.com/ - Education class for all things GPT.  
DragGAN – Link not released yet, but tool for editing to go beyond PhotoShop.  
https://hothardware.com/news/draggan-ai-tool-lets-you-click-and-drag-to-manipulate-images  
Job Interview Coach - https://jobinterview.coach/ - practice your interview techniques with AI 
FlowX.ai - https://www.flowx.ai/   lets enterprises port legacy and newer software into a single place to 
build and run applications and services based around them 
Patent Drop – https://patentdrop.thedailyupside.com/ Scans 100s of patent applications a week to 
predict tech future. 
SkipIt - https://skipit.ai/ - . It summarizes youtube videos, PDFs, social media posts, and websites with 
just a link.  
Microsoft Fabric - https://www.cnbc.com/2023/05/23/microsoft-launches-fabric-including-copilot-for-
power-bi.html Won’t be released until summer but for data analysis 
TableauGPT - https://www.tableau.com/blog/tableau-pulse-and-tableau-gpt for data analysis 
 
Note: on ChatGPT – there is the GPT Plus account.  This allows you to use only on chat.openai.com  - 
many of these other tools you can add the GPT API to leverage the LLM in those tools.  This is charged 
separately on a per use basis plus whatever fee the tool company charges. But API prices are really 
modest for value received. 
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